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As China Prepares for the Holiday, Shortages, Gridlock, Future Concerns Remain Critical 
 

Please find the most current scenarios in the market as the Chinese New Year (Spring Festival) holiday begins 

next Friday, February 12, 2021. We continue our reporting on the global supply chain disruptions that have 

involved equipment shortages, congestion, rate increases/surcharges, and supply chain delays as they have 

continued to plague the market.  

 

Ocean container shortages remain critical in all China ports. This is far from over just because of the 

upcoming holiday and will be a serious issue through Q1 and some already predicting into Q2.  

 

Most vessels from China to the USA are now fully booked through February and into March. The space and 

equipment shortages are also evident in many other S.E. Asia countries as well as the Indian Subcontinent region 

due to the continued imbalances of equipment, congestions and delayed vessel schedules. 

 

Ocean carriers and their alliance members are now announcing void sailings through much of February 

and into early March in an effort to get vessel schedules back on track. With many rotations off by as much 

as two weeks, the VOID/BLANK sailings are a strategy to skip an entire rotation or specific origins in the loop to 

get back onto the published schedules that are often set months in advance. This will unfortunately leave many 

bookings already made based on dates that are not legitimate any longer in jeopardy of being rolled to a future 

vessel. There will be a sudden reduction in capacity in several origins, and mounting containers being stored will 

create further congestion at the terminals and maintain high-rate levels as supply and demand is impacted.  

 

Some Ocean Carriers are rejecting or temporarily suspending service to US inland point destinations in 

order to improve efficiencies; avoid cost constraints; avoid equipment going to locations there is not an abundance 

of outbound cargo moving out of; or simply avoiding congestion. A point in case is THE ALLIANCE carriers 

limiting volumes and routes to Minneapolis rail ramp just recently. There is worry this could be a trend in the 

future just as carriers got out of the chassis business and limit exposure where they can and as they need to for the 

short or long term. 

 

Ocean Carriers continue to enforce the “Premium,” or “Equipment” surcharges in addition to 

Cancellation fees above the ocean freight rates. This will remain as long as long as the equipment and space are 

in high demand, with many analysts suggesting this could last for weeks if not months. 

 

China truck drivers had already started to return to their home territories this past week and before the 

official holiday start, leaving a significant shortage of drivers and operational trucking companies throughout the 

country and major ports regions. In some areas, costs have increased as much as 300% where drivers remain in 

service. 

 

Feeder services remain cancelled that operate along the Pearl River that supports Southern China ports 

that barge containers to the main ports and mother vessels. It is believed that the suspension will last until Week 7 

and could further be impacted if there is little ability to reposition empty containers to this region. Dependency of 

trucking the containers has been a major struggle with the above-mentioned shortage in drivers. 
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Yantian Port in Shenzhen China is now in complete gridlock. Since February 3, there has been a queue of 

vehicles entering the port to deliver a surge of containers. As the peak period is a week earlier than expected, the 

terminal activity in Yantian is overwhelming, which is the key port for both USA and European bound shipments 

as demand remains very strong. The terminal is already storing nearly 300,000 TEU (twenty-foot equivalent unit) 

containers, a record amount ever in the history of the port complex. Together with the congestion that already 

exists at Yantian like all China ports, the obstacles are certainly expected to last for days and until outbound 

containers are loaded on vessels making more room to accept the large surge of containers already in line as well 

as those still in transit to hopefully meet cutoff times for the targeted vessels. 

 

Chinese Factories across the country have now closed, with most staff departing February 5, 2021 to begin 

their journey home amidst many COVID restrictions and controls the government have outlined. However, there 

are several sources reporting that some factories in China will remain open or operate with skeleton crews through 

the holiday to continue the large demand of orders with the goals of maintaining production and preparing 

shipments for the first available vessels plausible. Bookings at this time are already for vessel departures as 

far out as March. 

 

The ports of Los Angeles – Long Beach continue to remain under critical stress levels as vessel anchoring 

continues at extremely high levels.  Where the average has been in the 30’s for weeks, we are now seeing a 

pattern of more than 40 vessels waiting to berth at their assigned terminals. As of 1:00 pm CST today, the count 

is 42. The average anchor to dwell time remains on the higher side of the 7 to 14 days range. As labor issues have 

not improved at the terminals, compounded by COVID-19 infections of terminal workers, the time to unload 

containers continues to remain a challenge and around 5 days. With the continued surges of volumes still expected 

over the course of several more weeks, the delays will continue to exist. Spikes in other USA ports along the US 

West and East Coasts as well as Gulf Coast ports are being identified the past two weeks, as more vessels 

arrive from China and other global origins that have experienced surges in exports the past few weeks and 

meeting USA importers demands on inventory. 

 

Chassis shortages and driver power across the USA still remains challenging and continue to impact both 

inbound and outbound activity. Inbound containers, serving as the priority for drayage companies as well as the 

utilization of chassis, are still creating major delays. For the outbound market it has meant sustained delays and 

creating the inability to maintain loading appointments and meet scheduled trains and/or terminal cutoffs for 

departing vessels. Where short term improvements have been witnessed, it can quickly change based on surges in 

volumes or even equipment imbalances. The volatility in this case is very extreme and can change week to week. 

Just as it looks like improvement is made in a particular port or rail ramp, a surge hits that reverses back to severe 

congestion. Delays are expected to increase with winter weather becoming more of a factor across most of the 

USA at this time of year. 

 

Airfreight space remains tight from China as rates increase significantly. Flights to the USA from China are 

at their highest demand upon factory closings. Together with other Asia origins, the air freight mode is being 

utilized more due to the uncertainty, unreliability and volatility of the ocean freight market as transits increase and 

bookings are already being placed for the earliest availability of space in March.  

 

Ocean Carriers have not held back on preparing the import community to expect higher rate levels during 

negotiations for the 2021 to 2022 shipping season, traditionally May 1st to April 30th. The demand of 

equipment and space is still expected to stay high for months ahead and right into the negotiation period giving 

the carriers leverage. Some carriers have even advised they have no plans to increase capacity for the upcoming 

shipping season. Such reasoning is based on continued uncertainty as to the economic and political landscapes; 

ongoing COVID impact on a global scale; and if there is a bubble that consists of higher-than-normal inventory 

flow that will eventually right size itself, bringing a sudden decrease in volume and pop. What is certain is that 

rates will not be anywhere near the levels that started the 2019-2020 season. Even the increase in oil in recent 

weeks and the impact this will have on the Low Sulphur Fee (as part of the BAF formula for carriers) will 

certainly bring operating costs up higher.  What then needs to be understood from both the historically high rates 

that have already been applied in recent months and now as well as the new rates levels we await is the impact 

this will have on the cost of goods and likely inflation this could cause. The status of tariffs, ocean rates and 

capacity will certainly play a major part on unit prices and all unforeseen at this time. 
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As usual, we must continue to advise that there is still a great deal of uncertainty ahead and major 

challenges to endure, some that are unforeseen at this time and which has been proven between each of our 

News Flashes and guidance to our clients. We do highly recommend that you continuously review your 

supply chain and keep preparing for continued disruptions, volatility in costs, increased congestion, and 

long delays. Please continue to book your shipments weeks in advance as we have guided. This advice can 

be applied to all modes at this time. Please do your best to plan well in advance and communicate with all 

parties involved in your transactions. Do not hesitate to contact us should you have questions or need 

further guidance. 
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